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Welcome to the latest edition of the Faculty of Arts & Education’s Bulletin, where too much
research and graduate studies news is barely enough. 3MT registrations are now open, loads of
funding opportunities, who’s doing what in the Faculty, and loads more…..
Submission deadline for next bulletin is Wed 24 April.
 RESEARCH NEWS
Reminder – CRO Update Deadline
Ethics & Compliance Unit – New Website
A Guide to Research at CSU
Research for Development Impact (RDI) Network
CRC Newsletter
Faculty Happenings
 HDR NEWS
Congratulations – Approved for Graduation
Congratulations – Endorsement of Candidature
Faculty Research and Graduate Studies Management Committee – HDR representative
Recording now available: Turn your Paper into Publication Workshop, organised by CISAC
CSU 3 Minute Thesis - Register Now
Sub-Dean Graduate Studies Leave
 Funding Opportunities
Discovery Translation Fund at CSU - Call For Research Commercialisation EOIs
Mental Health Grants
National Library of Australia Fellowships
Australia China Young Scientists Exchange Programme (YSEP)
NSW IER Research Grants (HDR)
 Professional Development & Conferences
Women in Education Leadership Summit
Expanded Reason Congress
Sociology of Education Summit 2019 – Call for Papers & HDR Travel Grant Opportunity
Upcoming Professional Development Opportunities
May Workshops
LIV_IN Video Competition “Pitch Responsible Innovation to Industry Leaders”
 Faculty of Arts & Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee
 And finally…
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

RESEARCH NEWS
Reminder - Are Your 2018 Outputs Recorded in CSU Research Output (CRO)?
Just a reminder for those staff who received an email from the Research Office in relation to updating your
CRO details, the deadline is today, Friday 12 April.
If you need any assistance with the process of entering your research outputs please consult the CRO Guide or
contact your local Faculty Liaison Librarian. Outputs-related enquiries can be directed to the Research Outputs
Team.
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Ethics & Compliance Unit
Please note that the Ethics and Compliance Unit website has been moved to a new site. The web address is:
https://research.csu.edu.au/ethics-and-compliance
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A Guide to Research at CSU
This guide contains an orientation to the University’s research community, and information to assist you with
understanding the systems, processes, policies and strategies for undertaking your research at CSU. The guide
also helps you to find the information you need to develop as a successful researcher and become part of our
vibrant research community.
A Guide to Research at CSU can be found at: https://research.csu.edu.au/research-support/a-guide-to-researchat-csu
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Research for Development Impact (RDI) Network
Are you a researcher working in the field of international development? Are you aware of the Research for
Development Impact (RDI) Network ?
This is a network of practitioners, researchers and evaluators working in international development. The
network aims to foster collaboration between Australian universities and NGOs in order to promote high quality
and ethical development research, translated as evidence and applied to effective policy and practice.
It is easy to join the network and list yourself on the "Find an Expert" portal. https://rdinetwork.org.au
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CRC Newsletter
Included in the latest newsletter:
 Vision for gender equity in Australia
 CRC Association Conference - Collaborate | Innovate | 2019, Adelaide 28-30 May.
 Bidding for a CRC?
 Sixth annual AIBS survey
 STEM sidebyside program

If you want to read more about these, or any other articles, go to https://mailchi.mp/crca/news-from-the-crcassociation-451401?e=ccd8312a75
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Faculty Happenings
Doing Indigenous urban research: creative futures and indigenising urban studies
The urbanisation of people, space, and the future is occurring on a planetary scale. Indigenous peoples have
been insightful scholars of urbanisation, at a local, for hundreds of years. And yet, Indigenous contributions to
urban planning and infrastructure are not commonly recognised in dominant historical and policy accounts of
cities. The seminar series, ‘Doing Indigenous Urban Research: Creative Futures and Indigenising Urban Studies’,
centres Indigenous expertise and history to contemporary urban problems in Australia and demonstrates the
relevance of Indigenist research approaches to international urban studies. The seminar series addresses the
creative ways Indigenous peoples have contributed to urbanisation in Australia and how urbanisation can
support sustainable Indigenous futures. Indigenous expertise and experience of urbanisation in Australia can
productively address a number of urban agendas with global implications such as the growing youth
demographic of the Indigenous population and approaches to climate change and bio-diversity in urban spaces
that can sustainably respond to environmental problems resulting from rapid urbanisation. ‘Doing Indigenous
Urban Research’ affirms the centrality of Indigenous contributions to urbanisation and circulates Indigenous
expertise and policy-relevant knowledge to global discussions of the urbanisation of the future.
The series is being convened by Dr. Holly Randell-Moon, School of Indigenous Australian Studies, Dubbo
Campus. It is funded by an Urban Studies Foundation Seminar Series Award. Confirmed speakers include: Auntie
Frances Bodkin, Professor Bronwyn Carlson (Macquarie University) and Professor Irene Watson (University of
South Australia). A speaker schedule will be circulated soon. For more info, please contact Holly at: hrandellmoon@csu.edu.au
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Fusion Issue 15: AusAct 2018
Issue 15 of fusion journal, an international, open access, online scholarly journal for the communication, creative
industries and media arts, is now live.
This special issue publishes a collection of articles from the first AusAct: The Australian Actor Training
Conference held in Wagga Wagga in 2018 (http://www.fusion-journal.com/015-ausact-the-australian-actortraining-conference-2018/ )
Guest Editors: Robert Lewis, Zoë Hadler and Jhi Rayner (Charles Sturt University)
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Dominic O’Sullivan, School of Humanities and Social Sciences has been very busy with a number of
recent publications:
The Conversation - NZ journalists arrested in Fiji have been released
but a new era of press freedom is yet to arrive
Impakter - Indigenous Peoples and the UN Sustainable Development
Goals
Open forum - White supremacy and the Australian politics of race
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Derya Iner, Centre for Islamic Studies and Civilisation was
interviewed on ABC Soul Search following the Christchurch terror
attacks. We commend Derya for the important work she is doing in
this area. Listen to the interview - Islamophobia and the Christchurch
terror attack
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Congratulations to Wendy Bowles, Heather Boetto & Jennifer McKinnon on winning the 2018 International
Social Work (ISW) Journal Prize.
Since 2004 International Social Work has awarded an annual prize for the best article published in each
volume. The ISW Journal Prize is awarded to the authors of the article that best reflects the aims and
scope of the journal to explore and promote the development of international social work. Articles are
judged according to the criteria of ‘scholarship, relevance to a wide range of readers, originality,
international focus, and contribution to international theory, policy and research’. All articles published
in ISW in the given volume year are eligible for consideration. The Editors draw up a shortlist and the
Editorial Policy Committee with representatives from IFSW, IASSW and ICSW select a winner based on
the above criteria.
Read the article - Is social work really greening? Exploring the place of sustainability and environment in social
work codes of ethics
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Bernadette Moorhead, School of Humanities and Social Sciences had a recent publication. This is the
final in a series of publications on the findings of her PhD research.
Moorhead, B (2019). Sustaining professional identity during the initial post -qualification period:
Implications for retention strategies. International Social Work [Advance online publication]
doi:10.1177/0020872819836703
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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Human Communication Sciences and Disorders has just been published. The 4volume encyclopedia states "The editors have recruited top researchers and clinicians across multiple
fields to contribute to approximately 640 signed entries across four volumes" Members of the Charles
Sturt University Speech-Language-Multilingualism team (staff and PhD students) have written seven of
these entries:
Blake, H. L. & McLeod, S. Intelligibility enhancement.
Cronin, A. & McLeod, S. Cleft lip and palate: Speech effects.
Cronin, A. & McLeod, S. Craniofacial anomalies.
McLeod, S. International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health .
McLeod, S. Prevalence of communication disorders.
McLeod, S. & Verdon, S. Multilingualism and speech sound disorders.
Phạm, B. & McLeod, S. Tone languages and communication disorders.
*Pictured: Anna Cronin, current PhD candidate holding Volume 1
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Congratulations to Belinda Cash, School of Humanities and Social Sciences,
on her PhD award graduation at La Trobe University in Wodonga yesterday.
Belinda’s thesis explored care-giving in a rural setting, title and abstract
from the graduation program as follows:
A Critical Exploration of the Systemic Complexities Impacting Rural
Australian Spousal Caregivers in Later Life
Dr Cash explored spousal caregiving in later life. Her research demonstrated
significant social and structural inequities for caregivers in rural Australia.
These findings contribute important insight into the Translation of
contemporary aged care policies into practice with spousal caregivers.
This is really valuable research with implications for both policy and practice
in aged care.
Great work, Dr Cash!
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HDR NEWS
Congratulations – Approved for Graduation
Congratulations to the following candidates who have now been approved to graduate:
Willhemina Wahlin, School of Communication and Creative Industries. Willhemina’s thesis is
titled The Ligatures of Life: Communication Design and Difficult Exhibitions , and she was
supervised by Craig Bremner and Margaret Woodward.
Peter Hooton, School of Theology. Peter’s thesis is titled Beyond, in the Midst of Life: An Exploration of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Religionless Christianity in its Christological Context , and he was supervised by Jane
Foulcher & Ockert Meyer.
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Congratulations – Endorsement of Candidature
Congratulations to the following candidate who has recently had their research proposal formally
approved by the Research Committee and can now move on to the next exciting step in their doctoral
research:

Val Tillett, School of Teacher Education – An investigative study into the experiences of
belonging of early childhood educators practicing in exemplary early childhood education and care
services
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Faculty Research and Graduate Studies Management Committee – HDR representative
Congratulations to Van Tran, who has been appointed the HDR representative for this committee,
commencing from the next regular meeting on 22 May. If any candidate has a matter they would like
raised at the committee, please get in touch with Van via email vtran@csu.edu.au
The committee would like to thank the previous representative Monique Shephard for her tremendous
commitment to the committee, and the valuable contributions she made through her advocacy for HDR
candidates, not only in this faculty, but across the university.
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Recording now available: Turn your Paper into Publication Workshop
This workshop was held in Sydney in March and is designed for HDRS and high achieving candidates to
give them some tips about how to turn their papers into peer reviewed publication. A recording has
been kindly supplied from CISAC for those who were unable to attend, here is the link https://cisaccsu.zoom.us/recording/share/ZzQYXs1zpzZwm59hKyv8IysviShE3hMHn-yjOoMFFzqwIumekTziMw
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CSU 3 Minute Thesis - Register Now

3 Minutes…1 slide… The challenge: convey your doctoral research to an audience of people who are
mostly outside your discipline.
We are calling our doctoral research candidates to participate in this exciting event.
Polish your presentation skills, meet other doctoral candidates from across the university, and get
feedback from expert trainers and judges.
Want to be involved? Please see all the important information here or visit CSU3MT .
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Sub-Dean Graduate Studies Leave
Sub Dean Graduate Studies, Peter Pocock will be taking leave from 22 April – 19 May. During this period,
Brendon Hyndman will be acting in the role. He can be contacted by email.
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Funding Opportunities
Discovery Translation Fund at CSU - Call For Research Commercialisation EOIs
CSU is part of the Discovery Translation Fund (DTF) with the Australian National University (ANU) and the
University of Canberra (UC). The DTF assists the commercialisation of new technologies and innovations from
each university by providing a peer review and evaluation process prior to investment. The goal of DTF is to help
bridge the critical funding gap between discovery research and the commercial development of new
technologies or the establishment of new ventures. The DTF provides opportunity for any project with
commercial potential across all disciplines and research areas.
Each university is responsible for funding the next step towards commercialisation for research originating
within its own institution. All appropriate Intellectual Property (IP) arrangements must be in place with the
relevant university. There is no cross-funding of projects. CSU has committed investment of up to $350,000 per
annum to advance the commercialisation of our own research.
Grants can be awarded up to $50,000 per project, with funding above $50,000 considered for projects of
exceptional commercial potential. Funding above $50,000 on any one project can only be awarded conditionally
and will be accessible only on the demonstration of a significant commercial milestone.
CSU is now calling for Expressions of Interest for consideration by the Evaluation Committee at the February
meeting. Interested researchers and research teams will need to submit a completed EOI form to the CSU DTF
Team at innovate@csu.edu.au no later than 23 April.
The EOI Form is available as indicated below. Researchers are strongly recommended to read the DTF Guidelines
before proceeding. Please direct all enquiries to the CSU DTF Team at innovate@csu.edu.au.
Further information and documentation on DTF is available at
http://www.anuconnectventures.com.au/investment/discovery-translation-fund-2-0/
Documents can also be downloaded from the Common Folder on the S drive: S:\Common\ Temp Folder Less
Than 30 Days\DTF
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Mental Health Research Grants
Expressions of Interest (EOI) for Australian Rotary Health funded Mental Health Research Grants are now OPEN,
for funding in 2020.
Projects must focus on the mental health of young Australians (aged 0 – 25 years) and be conducted within
Australia at a recognised university, hospital or research institute. Research grants are valued at up to $70,000
per annum + GST for 1, 2, or 3 years, and are available to Australian citizens, Australian permanent residents, and
New Zealand citizens.

To find out more and/or fill out the online EOI form, visit this website link:
https://australianrotaryhealth.org.au/research/current-research-opportunities/eoi-for-mental-health-grants/
EOI closing date is: 11.59pm AEST, Friday, 31st May, 2019.
Back to top

National Library of Australia Fellowships
The Library has a diverse collection that supports, inspires and transforms research. Fellowships allow
researchers to embark on a period of intensive research into the collections in a supportive, intellectual and
creative environment.
Fellowships are open to researchers from Australia and overseas undertaking advanced research projects. Nine
funded fellowships will be awarded for research areas where the Library’s collections have the depth and
breadth to support the desired outcomes.
For further information, head to: https://www.nla.gov.au/awards-and-grants/fellowships-and-scholarships
Applications close 30th April 2019.
Back to top

Australia China Young Scientists Exchange Programme (YSEP)
The 2019 call for the Australia China Young Scientists Exchange Programme (YSEP) opens Monday 8 April.
YSEP is funded by the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science and the Chinese Ministry of Science and
Technology, and run by the Academy of Technology and Engineering.
Up to 16 Australian researchers will be selected and funded to undertake a two-week tailored program of visits
in China, 20 October-1 November 2019.
Links to the programme guidelines and application forms are available on the Academy’s YSEP web page
here. Videos of YSEP alumni sharing their experiences are also available on this page. Any queries can be
forwarded to Carolyn O’Brien email: carolyn.obrien@applied.org.au
Applications close 20th May 2019.
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NSW IER Research Grants (HDR)
Grants of $1500 are available for educational research projects in the following two categories:
1. Open Category Grant – open to all NSW education research students
2. Maria Lock Grant – for NSW Indigenous researchers only
Applications close: 30 April, 2019
For more information, see flyer
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Professional Development & Conferences
Women in Education Leadership Summit – 17-21 June 2019
Have the chance to meet renowned leaders from Stanford University, the University of New England, and the
Department of Education NSW.
Join the line-up of renowned industry leaders to gain the advice and inspiration you need to advance your
career.
Key Highlights
- Position yourself for promotion
- Expand influence and communication skills
- Develop strategic leadership for the education sector
- Strengthen resilience and wellbeing
For further information, head to https://liquidlearning.com/events/women-education-leadership-summitwedu0619a-s?priority_code=AA1
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Expanded Reason Congress – 19-21 September 2019
The 3rd edition of the Expanded Reason Congress will be held at the University Francisco de Vitoria (Madrid,
Spain). The Congress brings together researchers and teachers from all over the world who, starting from their
particular sciences, ask themselves about the reality that challenges them, taking into account philosophical
anthropology, epistemology, ethics and the meaning that underlies what they study.
Further information can be found at https://expandedreasonawards.org/index.php/program-2/
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Sociology of Education Summit 2019 – Call for Papers & HDR Travel Grant Opportunity
Thursday 12 September 2019
University of Technology, Sydney
Taking the forthcoming ten-year anniversary of the My School website as a starting point this one day
summit will focus on broader themes associated with education wherever it is happening, such as:
• The purpose and repurposing of schooling, early childhood educatio n and care, and higher education
• The shifts in focus from common systems to individualised choice
• The expansion of school choice
• The corporatisation of education, including the growth of edu -business and private tutoring
• The use/abuse of standardised testing in education
• Education and social mobility and social reproduction
• Equity and Inequity associated with class, race/ethnicity, gender, ableness, sexuality, geography
The summit will include a keynote from Professor Pasi Sahlberg and a forum focused on what we have
learned from ten years of My School and how My School has (re)shaped the way we view education,
contributing to current debates about the future of education policy and schooling practices.
Papers are welcomed from researchers, practitioners, policy makers, activists, and interested citizens.
Presenters will have 20 mins, followed by 10 mins for questions.

If you wish to present a paper please fill in the form below, including an abstract of up to 300 words.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScnv1L50v_wzMsVE1Qywk_nAYlojzBy3Ydsl2x0rH kF8oqlg/viewform
Deadline for abstracts: 1st May 2019.
For more information about the event, contact the organisers at Christina.Ho@uts.edu.au or
martin.forsey@uwa.edu.au or Kellie Bousfield kbousfield@csu.edu.au
HDR students: There are a small number of $350 scholarships to cover travel & accommodation costs. If
you would like to apply for this, email kbousfield@csu.edu.au with a brief description (one paragraph)
of your research and why attending this event would benefit you as a researcher (one paragraph).
Event sponsors: The Australian Sociological Association, University of Technology Sydney & University
of Western Australia
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Upcoming Professional Development Opportunities:
Measuring and Evaluating Research Impact
This session will show you the tools to assess the impact of your research and help identify where to publish
to maximise your research impact.
23rd Apr 2019
Supportive Conversations for HDR Supervisors
HDR supervisors play a pivotal role in supporting the well-being and mental health of their research students.
This session, will guide supervisors in having supportive conversations, as well as setting boundaries, responding
to stressed or anxious students, and making appropriate referrals. All new and ongoing supervisors welcome.
30th Apr 2019
R Tutorial Series 3 - More hypothesis tests and advanced regression models
Participants will be able to perform some less often-used hypothesis tests; fit sample data with a selected
probability distribution; analyse multiple linear regression and 2 or 3 way ANOVA & MANOVA models;
analyse some generalised linear regression ...
2nd May 2019
Research Administration 3 - Developing my Research Budget
Are you competent in developing a solid and competitive research budget? This session aims to assist
researchers with all facets of budget development.
7th May 2019
Conducting Interviews - Logic and Logistics
Interviewing is the most popular way to collect qualitative data. However, organising interviews and gaining
access is difficult and time consuming and many researchers are disappointed with the results of their
interviews. This workshop looks at the advantages and limitations of interview data, how to get the most out of
your interviews, how to conduct individual interviews, and useful ways to record non-verbal as well as verbal
data. This workshop is limited to 15 participants and is facilitated by Dr Jenine Beekhuyzen of Adriot Research,
please email her with any questions - info@adroitresearch.com.au with the subject line: CSU workshop.
9th May 2019
Working with the Media in Research
This is an interactive workshop about how you can strategically and successfully work with the media in a
research context, engage with the media in order to have a greater impact and get your research out into the
boarder community. It will provide information about: what makes a good news story, working effectively with
journalists, as well as tips on giving TV and radio interviews.
9th May 2019

To register, click on the PD session hyperlink or go to https://research.csu.edu.au/research-support/professionaldevelopment/calendar
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May Workshops
The following workshops are coming up in May.
Blockages in your writing – Wednesday, 1 st May, 1pm-2pm. Info and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/blockages/event/event_info.html
Three Minute Thesis preparation workshop – Thursday, 2 nd May, 12pm-1:30pm. Info and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/prep3mt2019/event/event_info.html
Audit your time – Thursday, 9 th May, 12pm-1:30pm. Info and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/audittime2019/event/event_info.html
Critical Writing
Part 1 – Monday, 13 th May, 12pm-1:30pm. Info and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/critwrit12019/event/event_info.html
Part 2 – Tuesday, 14 th May, 12pm-1:30pm. Info and
registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/critwrit22019/event/event_info.html
Presenting your work at a conference: The Basics – Wednesday, 22 nd May, 12:30-2pm. Info and
registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/presenting2019/event/event_info.html
Also, the May bootcamp will be on Friday the 24 th of May.
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LIV_IN Video Competition “Pitch Responsible Innovation to Industry Leaders”
Call for Submissions: Pitch Responsible Innovation to Industry Leaders - 3 WEEKS left!
Are you working on responsible innovation concepts?
Are you raising awareness for responsible innovation in business?
Can you pitch responsible innovation in 3 minutes?
Submit your responsible innovation pitch to the LIV_IN Video Competition. The goal of the competition
is to transform academic discourses on responsible innovation into a language that resonates well with
industry leaders.
The best pitches submitted by 30 April, 2019, will be widely shared with industry leaders, receive a
cash award and public recognition in a virtual award ceremony.
See Terms and Conditions for more information.
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Faculty of Arts and Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee
The next meeting of the Faculty of Arts & Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee will be
held on Wednesday 22 May, with the agenda closing on 8 May. School Research Chairs should send the

minutes of their school’s research committee to Leanne Phillips by 8 May. Agenda and papers will be
distributed by 15 May.
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And finally…for all of the Game of Thrones fans!
With Game of Thrones season 8 starting next week here is an
illustrated update on the death count.
All of the deaths in Game of Thrones
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Have a great weekend!
A/Professor Lena Danaia
Associate Dean (Research)
ldanaia@csu.edu.au

A/Professor Peter Pocock
Sub-Dean Graduate Studies
ppocock@csu.edu.au

Web: arts-ed.csu.edu.au/research | arts-ed.csu.edu.au/graduate

Bev Pigott
Faculty Research Liaison Officer
FoAE-RLO@csu.edu.au

Twitter: @CSUArts_Edu

Leanne Phillips
Faculty Graduate Studies Liaison
Officer
FOAE-GSLO@csu.edu.au

